
 

Disney Fairies Tinker Bell S Adventure
__TOP__

Tink leaves the party to go to the forest where she finds the Mirror of
Incanta. After learning about how to wield her wishes, Tinker Bell

wanders into another trap that uses many of the fairy magic of the
time. She enters a maze that has walls of stone that are filled with
candles. The maze ends at a deep well, and this well can only be

gotten to by a heroic fairie. When she reaches the bottom of the well,
she is relieved to discover it is surrounded by fire, and she is free of

the maze. But when Tinker Bell runs into a small storm cloud, the sky is
filled with dark clouds and lightning. She gets caught and crashes into
the wall. The wall falls, and then she finds herself in the middle of the
fight between the mama and papa moths. The mama moth gives Tink
the idea to sprinkle pixie dust on the wall. Tinker Bell uses her third
wish to save Peaseblossom, Flora, and Frisky from the moth mama.

The trio returns to the Mirror of Incanta, where Peaseblossom gives it
to her. It is said that the wish not used is given back to the universe.

Peaseblossom tells Tink not to use her third wish to repair the
moonstone. The Mirror of Incanta thanks her for saving it and gives her
the scepter with the gold apple. She uses the apple to return to Pirate
Island. Jake and the boys are still in the cage on the Jolly Roger, and

the ship has no control. Captain Hook releases the boys from the cage,
and they rush to rescue Tinker Bell. Jake is grabbed and is pulled into
the ocean by the Jolly Roger, and he is forced to abandon the treasue.

The Jolly Roger crashes into a nearby island, and Hook takes the
Treasure Chest for himself.
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Tinker Bell makes her first appearance in the special Jake and the
Never Land Pirates: Never Land Rescue in the Keeper of the Pixie Dust.
The Guardian of Never Land informs Jake that his magical ball of light
is Tinker Bell, who he brings to see Jake and his crew. The Guardian

explains that, because Peter Pan is Tink's brother, Tinker Bell has been
following his brother, because it is a dangerous thing for a fairy to

leave Never Land by herself. When his explanation is finished, Peter
Pan sets Jake on a quest to find the Forever Tree, Tink accompanying
him. Tinker Bell makes her second appearance in a non-Disney Disney

Fairies webcomic, along with her pixie dust-throwing action and
providing of pixie dust for the Blue Fairy in Tinker Bell: The Fairyongal.
She was present in the webcomic while the Blue Fairy is explaining the
history of pixie dust. Tinker Bell makes her third appearance in the non-

Disney Disney Fairies webcomic Tinker Bell: The Fairyongal . She
appears alongside the Blue Fairy and Peter Pan at a Valentine's party,

where she is joined by a pixie with a gremlin as his tail. Tinker Bell
makes her fourth appearance in the non-Disney Disney Fairies

webcomic Tinker Bell and Pixie Dust . She takes Pockets of Berenice to
the ThornForest, and she gives her pixie dust to help her find a love
interest. Tinker Bell makes her fifth appearance in the non-Disney

Disney Fairies webcomic Tinker Bell Defends Me Against the Blue Fairy
Comic . The Blue Fairy discovers Tinker Bell and Peter Pan spying on

her and demands an explanation. 5ec8ef588b
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